Fully automated detection of heart irradiation in cine MV images acquired during breast cancer radiotherapy.
To develop robust automated detection of heart irradiation in continuous portal images (cine MV images) of tangential breast cancer treatments. Cine MV images of 302 tangential field deliveries were recorded for ten left-sided breast cancer patients receiving deep-inspiration breath-hold radiotherapy. An algorithm for fully automated heart edge detection in cine MV images was developed and tested for all images. The algorithm first enhances the heart edge contrast greatly by exploiting that pixels on the heart edge change their intensity cyclically, and highly correlated, at 1-3 Hz due to heartbeat. The algorithm then detects the heart edge in the enhanced image and calculates the exposed heart area within the field aperture. The algorithm correctly identified the heart edge in all cine MV series with heart exposure (169 of 302 field deliveries). With conservative selection criteria the algorithm on average identified 70 heart edge pixels in the heart-including field deliveries (range: 10-230) without false positives. With less strict criteria 106 heart edge pixels were identified on average (range: 13-262) with 0.6% being false positives. The heart edge bordering the lung was segmented highly reliably even a few millimeters outside the field edge. For six patients with frequent heart irradiation, the exposed heart area showed large interfraction variations and smaller intrafraction variations. Automated heart edge detection in cine MV images was proposed, developed and shown to be highly efficient for heart exposure detection in tangential breast fields. It may allow unsupervised surveillance of heart exposure at all tangential breast cancer treatments in a clinic.